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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?
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Anonymous claims Roxanne Meadows is a gamblers nightmare

This woman is a sure loser in the world of gambling, she wants to take risks no one
with a bit of common sense would be willing to do. This of course is because she is

gambling with other peoples money and not her own, she has nothing to lose from
the risk, her home and her land or her money are not tied up in the project so no

matter what its all a profit to her. She could justify spending 5 pence on a movie and
keep the rest of the money for her handbag and shoe collection when Jacque dies.

She could also never make the movie and keep the whole thing.
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She could also spend it all on a god awful movie about people living in a cult techno

village in some dreamt up future in her and Jacques little pea heads. The return on
this movie will no doubt be fucking dismal, the only people who will appreciate it will
be hippies, potheads and zeitards, the rest of us with common sense will turn it off

after downloading it on piratebay [yes I know its closed haha], and have a billion
questions that zeitards, venus cult members and  cult leaders can not answer.

So in short Roxanne Meadows is wanting your money to gamble on something she
has no idea about making, promoting, or is even certain what it is she needs to do.

All she knows is she needs your multi million dollar finance to make her happy, and
she sure as hell wont make you happy when the movie either:

A:  FLOPS
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B:  NEVER COMES TO FRUITION

C: SHE STEALS YOUR CASH AND YOU NEVER SEE A PENNY RETURNED

D: SHE DECIDES TO MAKE A CHEAPER MOVIE THAT IS SHIT AND YOU GET NO
SAY IN HER KEEPING THE REMAINDER MILLIONS.

E: SHE SHOWS NO TRANSPARENCY IN THE SPENDING SO YOU DO NOT
KNOW WHAT IS FREE AND WHAT IS PAID FOR

Dupes will always be dupes though, so go ahead and give her all your money, be
the biggest zeitard cult member there is, and once again watch the rest of the critics
laugh their asses off at you and TVP later down the line like we are now about this
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whole TZM/TVP split we all predicted years ago. Everything we have said in the past
has been proven right, this matter here is probably another one that will show to be
a reality.

Zing!!!!

Enjoy the movie:
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Sorry, the Wayback Machine does not have this video archived.

~ by anticultist on April 19, 2011.

Posted in Zeitgeist venus project conspiracies 
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9 Responses to “Anonymous claims Roxanne Meadows is a gamblers nightmare”

1. Anonymous is at it again! This is awesome.

I have heard Roxanne Meadows say that if the money collected doesn’t go motion picture, then they (The Venus Project) will take

that money and use it for an independent film- from their indie experience. I say nay. If they can’t make a motion picture film-
which I agree with Dr. Peter Joseph on being impossible to pull off, then they need to give people their money back. Besides,
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there’s already films out there talking about RBE already- action needs to come next. Isn’t that how you move forward?

I like how he confronted her about this saying she’s taken advantage of poor people, he should have confronted VTV the same way
though- even after reading this:

http://zeitgeistmovements.wordpress.com/2011/04/03/venus-project-spokesman-neil-kiernan-caught-begging-for-money-on-
facebook

What I thought was funny was when she said that she wasn’t counting on the Zeitgeist Movement to fund their Hollywood film, I
think we all know that she’s lying here. Even in this video, she recognizes how many people are in TZM after talking about the
motion picture plan:

LoL

I’m not donating.

BranManFloMore said this on April 21, 2011 at 12:15 am | Reply

Yeah Roxanne Meadows was certainly counting on Peter Merola pushing her money begging scheme across the zeitard media
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Yeah Roxanne Meadows was certainly counting on Peter Merola pushing her money begging scheme across the zeitard media

outlets, when he withdrew this and refused to back it this has triggered a backlash. It should be clear to most people with a
brain that Peter refused to hand over the reigns of Zeitgeist to The venus project. Since this incident the venus project has

attempted to cause a fraction in TZM membership by asking TZM members who want to support TVP to leave and join them.

Roxanne wants as many members of TZM to herself and desperately wanted the entire movement [the imaginary half million
quota] to donate, of course those of us who know the exaggeration of the membership numbers all along were laughing at this.

As has been said before the active membership, rather than people who just clicked like is far smaller.

As Peter has said TZM members are generally low income, alexa statistically shows them to be home living teens to early
twenties primarily. Also Peter made a good point that the only way the movie will succeed is with a director who facilitates with

the monetary management, campaigning and funding, which will run into the millions. We are talking about professional paid
jobs and roles for this movie to be successful, not voluntary part time work here like Meadows is trying to imagine it as.

The very idea that if they fail in this they plan on doing a low budget movie makes me laugh, in other words they just want to

make their own movie no matter what. As if this will make any difference at all, since there have already been movies out
pushing them and their ideas forward.

Another point that is important is her discussion of science fiction movies always being negative, and that she wants to do a

science fiction movie that is positive !! So what she is saying is she wants to do a science fiction movie jam packed with CGI, and
have the venus project advertisements all the way through it.
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So to conclude this comment, Roxanne Meadows & Jacque Fresco are truly deluded in thinking they can change the world
with a hollywood movie, a hollywood movie that will only exist in their minds and never see the big screens with them in
command running it how they want to.

Someone else who is a professional may do a movie about the subject matter one day in the future, but that will be a
professional team who do not focus on TVP, rather the concept in general. This may be feasable and will not be hampered by
control freaks from TVP dictating everything to be about them and Jacque.

anticultist said this on April 21, 2011 at 10:01 am | Reply

2. It is truly amazing that j.f. was not able to respond or speak because he was back at the house sleeping, but he could be heard in
the back ground talking to roxanne after peter set her straight. Why is he hiding? More lies to hide or is he to old to understand the

reality of their mistake.

sam merola said this on April 24, 2011 at 2:46 pm | Reply

3. And you can change the world? No? So this post is a fraud. And you’re blaming a project without having evidence to blame. You
do not look to the future and more about the research project, and just think about the past that shit compared to the project is a
failure for you. Well, you’re losing. You never think in the future to know if this works or not.
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Anounimous said this on June 16, 2011 at 10:01 pm | Reply

Dear me, the more I run this blog the more whack jobs come along with their 2 pence worth making themselves look bonkers.

anticultist said this on October 22, 2011 at 1:51 pm | Reply

4. I just wanna see Roxanne naked….

Hamburger Man said this on August 6, 2011 at 1:00 pm | Reply

5. If people csn live off the grtd. Why not estsblish s rbe community and see how it really functions?It would certainly be more
effective than a bloody movie!

charlesd0saron said this on February 18, 2012 at 12:35 am | Reply

6. You are ignorant!? If you think about Venus Project as a Scam or Not, you should start to build your horizont wider. You sounds

like a guy with a limited brain capacity and no imagination my friend. No one says you have to donate money if you dont feel
like. But do you have any better proposals for a better change?

DD said this on May 1, 2012 at 2:30 pm | Reply

The old do you have a better proposal trope. Listen disagreeing with something and proving it bunk, does not mean I have to
then provide a solution to the disproven claim.

In the real world that is not how shit functions. So now who is the guy with the limited brain capacity ?

If I were you I would probably keep your money and invest in something that might actually be functional and factual, instead
of wishing you could live ina city with sex robots and no need to work.

anticultist said this on May 3, 2012 at 10:16 am | Reply
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